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A HISTORY OF FORENSIC MEDICINE IN CHINA
by
LU GWEI-DJEN AND JOSEPH NEEDHAM*
INTRODUCTION
From the very dawn of civilization, as soon as any ethical conceptions ofjustice
began to be entertained, it must have been incumbent on magistrates and juristic
officials everywhere to try to differentiate between accidental death, murder, and
suicide. Soon other, similar questions began to arise as well, questions concerned with
poisoning, wounding, arson, virginity, miscarriage and the like. Did a man drown by
being pushed into thewater, orwas he already dead when he was thrown in; did he die
when his house burned down around him, or was he murdered first? All this comes
underthehead ofwhatiscalled forensicmedicine, medicaljurisprudence, medico-legal
evidence, and the relative participation ofjurists and physicians in developing it is a
very interesting story. The advances ofanatomy, physiology and pathology evidently
bore very markedly on the subject.
Broadly speaking, the physicians tended to come into the field, writing learned
treatises on all these topics at the time ofthe Scientific Revolution in Europe, in the
days ofGalileo and Vesalius when distinctively modern science was born. Later on we
shall look at the history ofthis genre ofwritingin moredetail, and yet we shall have to
celebrate as our focal point here the greatest work ofall the Middle Ages anywhere on
forensic medicine, namely the Hsi Yuan Chi Lu [l] (The Washing Away of Unjust
Imputations, or Wrongs), written not by a scholar-physician but by a jurist, Sung
Tzhu [2], in AD 1247, during the Southern Sung period. As we shall see, however, his
medical knowledge was quite considerable. There is no clear evidence that such
knowledge was officially made use ofbefore his time in establishing proofin courts of
law, either in ancient Egypt, Babylonia, or Greece; yet the Hippocratic Corpus does
discuss several medico-legal questions. Such matters as the relative fatality ofwounds
indifferentpartsofthebody, thepossibility ofsuper-foetation, theaveragedurationof
pregnancy, the viability ofembryos before full term, and malingering, all ofwhich are
dealt with in the Corpus, must have come before the courts oflaw from time to time.
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Nor do physicians appear to have been summoned to give opinions on such cases in
Roman times, though it seems that a medical expert, studying the twenty-three stab
wounds in the body ofJulius Caesar (died 44 BC), declared that only one, in the chest,
was fatal.' As long as so much magic and mystery were included in the science of
medicine, it is perhaps not to bewondered at thatcourts oflaw were disinclined to lay
much emphasis on what its practitioners said.
Nevertheless, this element was less prominent in Chinese medicine from the
beginning. We have noted elsewhere2 that ancient Chinese medicine, as we see it in the
lives and pronouncements of such men as I Ho [3], I Huan [4], Pien Chhio [5], and
Shunyu I [61,was rational through and through. It may be true that the Yin and Yang,
the five elements, the five solid viscera and the six hollow viscera, were all ideas not
alignable with modern science, but that was quite natural for the time in which they
were devised and used. The reluctance ofthe Chinese courts to solicit medical opinion
must rather be assigned to some other cause. Chinesejudges andjuristic officials were
always, it must be remembered, men of the scholarly or literati class, and therefore
socially and intellectually separate from the practising physicians, whose duty
consisted in curing the living.3 Hence in cases ofwounding, the physicians were indeed
called in.4 Humanistic education had looked askance at scientists and technicians for
many centuries, but in the Northern Sung this can hardly have been the case, because
many of the literati actively concerned themselves with the sciences and the
technologies.
Nevertheless, the classical scholars from the beginning read many medical books,
and often took up medicine to ease the old age of their parents.5 Similarly, a Sung
scholar would often choose another scholar as his physician rather than one of the
itinerant medical pedlars who wandered about thecountry. Onecan see therefore how
the scholarly jurists felt they could get on well enough without the evidence of the
professional physicians;6 though the latter were generally called in wherever there was
the possibility ofdeath from acupuncture or moxa, and their opinions might also be
solicited in cases where death had occurred from illness.
As McKnight has said,7 it is really not clear why physicians were so infrequently
consulted. Perhaps their relatively low social status militated against their use, but by
the Nan Sung time, the government medical colleges were turning out some
well-trained practitioners. It is true that the Chinese physicians lacked the guild
I Smith (1), p. 600.
2 LuGwei-Djen&Needham (5),pp. 78ff., 113-14,144;Needham& LuGwei-Djen(8);Needham(64),pp.
265ff.
3 The officials had passed the government examinations, and had bureaucratic titles to which the
physicians could not aspire. See particularly Li Thao (1), who shows how the doctors were ridiculed in
popular plays. On the other hand, the scholar-physicians did not like to demean themselves by examining
dead bodies along with the ostensors (see below); this is brought out by Chhen Khang-l (1), p. 3.
4 SeeChiaChing-Thao(1),whohasstudiedthehistorical divisionofdutiesbetweenthephysiciansandthe
magistrate's ostensors.
5As the common saying has it, "weijen tzu chepu kho pu chih i" [91 ("no man can afford not to study
medicine"). For example, Huangfu Mi l[ol, who wrote the Chen Chiu Chia I Ching [lil (Treatise on
Acupuncture and Moxibustion) originally became interested in medicine because of the illness of his
mother: see Lu Gwei-Djen & Needham (5).
6 Other reasons are hazarded by S. van der Sprenkel (1), p. 74.
7 McKnight (1), pp. 26ff.
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organization oftheir Europeancolleagues, and thereforeany"cohesiveorganisational
form" through which to press for a more active role in forensic assignments. But
perhaps the best explanation, however, is that they were never really interested in such
cases. Their expertise touched upon the care of the living, the cure of disease, the
restorationto health; andtheywereneverreallyinterestedinexaminingcorpsestohelp
to decide legal cases. Aswe shall see, apartfrom thejudge himself, the only "expert" at
most medieval Chinese inquests was the wu tso [7], or ostensor, a man of low social
status and little education. As he was also often in his own time an undertaker, he may
well have had considerable experience in handling corpses, but he had no medical
training or interests. As for the "old woman" (tso pho [8] or wen pho [12]) who in
medieval China assisted in the examination of female corpses, she was usually a
midwife. In early Chhin times she had generally been a bondswoman (li chhen
chhieh [131).8
In due course we shall show that there was a long tradition in China ofmedico-legal
books, interweaving with a related genre oflegal case-books for the benefit ofjudges.
Why should the Chinese have been so early in the codification of the procedures of
forensic medicine? The answer is indeed an interesting one. After the end of the
Warring States period, in the third century BC, Chinese civilization was never again an
aristocratic military feudalism such as was characteristic of Europe until the
Renaissance. Onthecontrary, itwaswhathasbeencalled "bureaucratic" feudalism, in
which the whole empire was ruled by an imperial court acting through a vast array of
officials in a civil service-the mandarinate if you like. It was a great bureaucratic
society centuries before anything of the kind was known in Europe.9 To put it in a
nutshell, one could say that the idea of the "carriere ouverte aux talents", the career
open to every talented young man, was not a French discovery at all; it had been long
preceded by the Chinese bureaucratic tradition. At all times, and particularly in the
best periods, the officials were chosen, as we know, by the imperial examinations,
which started in the first century BC.
In the Chinese system, civil law did not develop very effectively. Law was generally
thought of as criminal law, and law was not estimated very highly by the
philosophers.'0 However, criminal law did indeed develop, although at no time was
any distinction between the juridical and the administrative power made. This was
rather like the system which prevailed, for example, in modern colonial Africa, where
theDistrictOfficerwasalsothejudge offirstinstance. Therecould beappeals tohigher
juridical authorities, but at no stagereally inthepyramid ofadministration was there a
fundamental distinction between juridical function and the administrative function.
8 See Chia Ching-Thao & Chang Wei-Feng (1).
9 Therootswentback,ofcourse,totheChouperiodandthefeudalstates,whose rulers hadlongdepended
on a class of official bureaucrats.
10 ForgeneraldisquisitionsonChineselawanditshistory, wemustmentionthebooksofEscarra(1); Chhu
Thung-Tsu (1); S. van der Sprenkel (1); Bodde & Morris (1). On Chhing law see Alabaster (1). There are
also illuminating papers by Bodde (26, 29). We have touched upon the philosophy of law at several points
in our consideration ofhuman law and laws ofnature in China and the West in, Joseph Needham, with the
research assistance of Wang Ling, Science and civilisation in China [henceforth: SCC], vol. 2, History of
scientific thought, Cambridge University Press, 1956, pp. 518ff. On the concept oflaw in general, see Hart
(1).
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Fromthisitisclearthatthejudgeinmedieval Chinahad to benotonlyajudge butalso
the prosecutor, the defending counsel, the chief detective-superintendent, and a
Sherlock Holmes as well. A tremendous amount ofnatural wisdom and deep insight
into the motives ofpeople came out in the process and gotcodified in duecourse. Any
official, any member ofthe mandarinate, could be drafted into the position ofjudge,
and specialize thereafter injuridical cases. This was in fact true ofSung Tzhu himself,
renowned as a judge throughout subsequent Chinese history.
But still all this does not explain where the special passion forjustice, the washing
away ofwrongs or unjust imputations, which evidently inspired Sung Tzhu and his
predecessors and successors, came from. Here one always has to remember that while
Chinese society was bureaucratic, it was also essentially Confucian, and that meant
that it was dominated by an ethical system which neither had nor required
supernatural sanctions. It was a this-worldly morality, springing from the believed
fundamental nature ofman himself, and all the more compulsive because it depended
on no higher being. The scholars were rather sceptical and detached in matters of
religion, however much the common people might run after Buddhist monks and
Taoist priests; and what the scholars at their best responded to was a "moral
imperative" defined two thousand years before Immanuel Kant. This may help us to
understand why the clearing ofthe innocent, the comforting ofwidows and orphans,
andthebringingofthecruel andviolent tojusticewas suchaconsumingurgewithmen
like Sung Tzhu [7] and all his predecessors, including Judge Ti and Judge Pao. Ti
Jen-Chieh [14](died AD 700)was afigureoftheThangdynastywhocamedown through
theages in songandstory, and PaoChheng[15](died AD 1062) wasequally renowned in
popular tradition. So also these considerations may go some way to explain why
forensic medicine arose soearly, perhapsearlierthan in any otherpart oftheworld, in
Chinese civilization.
SUNG TZHU AND HIS TIMES
Now a word or two about the life ofSung Tzhu.11 He was born in AD 1181 into an
unimpeachablyofficial andConfucianfamily-hisfatherhadbeenajudge-and in his
youth he was taught by Wu Chih [16], one ofthe followers ofChu Hsi [17] himself, that
greatest ofNeo-Confucianphilosophers.12 InAD 1205, attheage oftwenty, heentered
the Imperial University, then under Chen Te-Hsiu [18] who in due course praised him
for his literary ability. Graduating chin shih [19] in 1217, he was appointed sheriffofa
sub-prefecture in Chekiang, but as his father then died, he could not go to take up the
post. In 1226, however, he became chu po [20], i.e. Registrar, at Hsin-feng [21] in
I I There are biographies ofhim by Chuko Chi (1); Jen An (1), pp. 68ff.; Yang Wen-Ju & Li Pao-Hua (1);
Kao Ming-Hsuan & Sung Chih-Chhi (1); and H. Franke (19), vol. 3, p. 990. In recent times much has been
written about this subject in Chinese literature, starting from Chhen Pang-Hsien (1), p. 189; and going on
to Sung Ta-Jen (8), Shih Jo-Lin (1); Chhen Khang-I (1); Chang Hsien-Che & Tshai Kuei-Hua (1); and
Miyashita Sabur6 (4). But since the Yuan edition ofSung Tzhu's Hsi Yuan Chi Lu wasonly made available
in 1968, some ofthese authors had nothing but the Hsi Yuan Lu material at their disposal (see above). Of
the biographies, only Sung Ta-Jen (8) and Chang Hsien-Che & Tshai Kuei-Hua (1), so far as we know, are
free from this criticism. Both contain a detailed chronology of his life.
12 SCC, vol. 2, pp. 455ff.
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Chiangsi, and during the ensuing years made a great name for himselfby putting down
peasant rebellions while at the same time meeting their root causes by distributing food
fromgovernmentgranaries. In 1238 hewasdespatched toNan-chien[22],wherehefound
that the wealthy were hoarding a great deal ofrice, so he classified the people into five
groups, and relieved the extremities ofthe poorest by nationalizing the excesses ofthe
richest. Hisfirstjudicial postcamein 1239 when hewasappointed thitienhsingyii[23]of
Kuangtung; there he liberated many innocent prisoners and in eight months decided
some two hundred cases ofmurder, suicide, and accidental death. In 1241 he went as a
judgetoChhangchou [24]and therehehad achanceto showwhathecoulddointhefield
ofliterature, forheassisted ShihNeng-Chih [25]inthecompilation ofarevisedversion of
the local history and geography.13 In 1245 he became the Military Administrator and
Prefect(Chih Chhangchou Chun ChouShih[26])ofChhangchou[24],butaftertwoyearshe
was summoned to Hunan to become the Judicial Intendant there (thi tien hsingyii [23]),
anditwastherethathecompletedhisimmortal book, theHsi Yuan ChiLu[1]. Finally, in
1249 hewascalled to bethe CircuitJudge ofall Kuangtung, and in thatposition hedied
at the relatively early age ofsixty-four.'4 Thus throughout his life he appears to have
been an official ofthe highest quality, combining his compassion with a level-headed,
indeed scientific (so far as the word could be applicable in his time), approach to the
medico-legal problems in which he was particularly interested.
THE 'HSI YUAN CHI LU
Letusnowtakealook atthe Hsi Yuan ChiLuitself. Itsimportancewasthatitwasthe
firstsystematictreatise onforensicmedicineinanycivilization. SungTzhuwasdriven to
write it because in spite ofall thework that had been done before his time, including the
writing ofcollections ofselected cases (to be discussed below), and the introduction of
standard forms and pictures, therewas still agreatdeal ofdishonesty andinefficiency in
inquest procedures. Sung Tzhu was deeply anxious to eliminate the resulting injustices.
Wecan read theprefacewhich SungTzhuhimselfwrote in AD 1247.15Wehave access
to it now only through the Yuan edition of 1308, but fortunately that has been
preserved.'6 It gives a vivid account of the situation in his time.17
Injudicial affairs,capital sentences arethemostsevere, incapital casesthemostimportantthings
aretheoriginalcircumstancesand statements(chhuchhing[301), andthesefundamentallydepend on
the accuracy ofthe findings at the inquest. Hence will come the decision ofthejudge whether to
grant life or to take it away. The judge and the prison officials (tso li [311) must follow the law
scrupulously as it is written down (thung chu [321).
Recentlyincircuitsandhsiencitiestheresponsibilityofconductinginquestshasbeendelegated to
young newly-appointed officials, and even to military officers, who have no suitable experience at
all-yettheyhave tomakethe attempt. Moreover, thedeceitfulness ofostensors(wu tsorio) and the
corruptibility ofpettyclerks (iihsu [331), giving rise to all sorts offantasies and falsifications, simply
13 This appeared in 1268 under the title Chhung Hsiu Phi-Ling Chih [271.
14 In 1957 his tomb was found in the hills near the village ofChhang-mou-tshun [281 in Chien-yang 1291
county in Fukien. See Sung Ta-Jen (8).
15 His book was not an official government publication, and the edition was much smaller than the later
official enlargements, ofwhich the first appeared in 1662 (to be discussed below). The copy used by us was
printed in Taipei in 1946, and the pages given are from this edition.
16 Intwoversions. OnewasreprintedbySungHsing-Yenin 1867;itcontainsYuancasesandregulationsas
an opening excursus. Another has been edited, with notes, by Yang Feng-Khun (1) in 1980.
Pp. 1-3, translated by the authors with the help of McKnight (1), pp. 37-8.
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cannot be over-estimated (lit., cannot be put into a submission on oath, kan chieh [341). Even ifa
manbeintelligent, heis, afterall, limited, andlacksmeans toapply hiswisdom. Howmuch worse
is the situation ifhejust looks on from afar, stopping up his nose, and taking no personal part in
the investigation!
Fourtimes I havebeenajudge, andalthough I havenoothertalents I feltitincumbentonmeto
beverycareful indeed whendeciding cases, neverdaringto bein the leastdilatory orcomplacent.
Ifcheating was obvious, then the prisoner's bluffhad to be called; ifthe case remained obscure I
wasmainlyafraidoftakingaction tooquickly, foradeadperson has nowayofdefendinghimself
againstinjustice (hsuipeilaolu[351). I oftenfeltthatwrongdecisions incriminalcasesderivedfrom
(errors in) the original statements, and from mistakes in the first inquest investigation; both of
which stemmed from the trials and experiences of former times.
Therefore I collected the recent books on the subject, from the Nei Shu Lu [361 onwards,
collating what they said, selecting the most important items, adding my own humble opinions,
and I madethewhole intoa book,which I havecalled "Collected Writings on the WashingAway
ofWrongs, or Unjust Imputations". The blocks for the printing were carved at the office ofthe
Intendant of Hunan. I then showed the book to my colleagues, so that they could use it for
reference and joint study.
Itwasquite likethephysiciansdiscussingancienttechniques. Ifyoufirstclearlyunderstood the
circulatory system of pneuma (chhi 1371) and blood (hsueh 1381), the mo lo [391, as well as the
differencebetween thepatefactandsubditesigns(piao1i140l-thenyoucould nevermissthe right
point for inserting the acupuncture needle. Thus the benefit ofthe "Washing Away ofWrongs"
will have the same merit as that of saving the living from death.
And the Judicial Intendant of Hunan signed with all his official ranks and titles.
Sung Tzhu's emphases echo all the themes that run throughout the literature: the
heavyload thatrestson theconscience ofthejudgein seeingthattruejusticewasdone;
the unreliability of the assistants and attendants, who were only too eager to accept
bribes and to falsify the evidence; and finally the unreliability ofthe tests, assays, and
verifications which had been accepted by the men of old. Later writers continually
repeated this emphasis on the difficulties confronting thejudges, difficulties which led
to their efforts to alleviate the situation. It may not be without significance that Sung
Tzhuended hispreface byanexplicitcomparison withwhat thephysicians were trying
to do; it was as ifhe felt the closeness ofthe connection between medical evidence and
thecriminallaw, twosystems notyetfullybroughttogetherbutequallyhigh-mindedin
their aims.
FORENSIC MEDICINE IN CHINA BEFORE SUNG TZHU
We have to study briefly the long history offorensic medicine in China before the
time ofSungTzhu. He himselfmentions in his text three older legal writings which he
found useful, though none ofthem look like the titles ofbooks, nor are their authors
known. Theymayhavebeen simplyessaysbysomeofhispredecessors. Apartfromthe
NeiShuLu[36]alreadymentioned, onewasentitled ShenHsingShuo[41](Discussion on
the Special Care Needed in Sentencing People to Punishments); another was entitled
Wei Hsin Phien [42] (Examples ofWhat Can Hardly be Believed); and the third was
Chieh An Shih [43] (Form for Sentencing Criminals). All these may well have been
written in the Northern Sung.19
One of the collections of cases before Sung Tzhu was the Che Yu Kuei Chien [44]
(Magic Mirror for Solving (Doubtful Criminal) Cases, or, Discerning False
18 See on this Lu Gwei-Djen & Needham (5), p. 25.
19 Cf. Chung Hsu (1). None of these titles can be found in the bibliographies of the dynastic histories.
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Accusations). This was produced by Cheng Kho [45] in AD 1133,just after the fall ofthe
Northern Sung to the Chin Tartars.20 Beyond that, the story went back to the Wu Tai
period between Thang and Sung when Ho Ning [46] and his son Ho Meng [47]published
the I Yu Chi[48](Collection ofDoubtful Criminal Cases, or, Redressing WrongsAmong
the People). Sometimes these appear as I Yu Chhien Chi [49] by the father, and I Yu Hou
Chi [5o] by the son. The former must have been written some time between AD 907 and
940, thelattermusthave originated between940and960. Butthebooksofthe Hofamily
were by no means the first ofthis genre. In the Northern Chhi time (sixth century AD),
HsiiChih-Tshai [51]hadproduced aworkentitled Ming Yuan Shih Lun [52](Discourseon
Cases ofthe Bringing to Light ofUnjust Imputations).21 Hsii's work has however not
survived intact, though it might possibly be reconstructed from quotations.
As we have already intimated, the treatises which were distinctly medico-legal were
precededbyotherswhichmightbecalled "casebooks". ThusinAD 121 1 KueiWan-Jung
[54] produced a remarkable work entitled Thang Yin Pi Shih [55] (Parallel Cases from
under the Pear-Tree). This was a collection ofcomparable legal cases solved byeminent
judges.22 It was printed in 1222 and again in 1234, so Sung Tzhu may have known it.
Kuei Wan-Jung, who probably lived from about 1170 to 1260, was actually a judge
himself, but in 1208 he was nominated police inspector (ssu 1i tshan chun [56]) of the
prefectural administration ofChien-khang, nearmodern Nanking. Kuei Wan-Jungwas
a successful administrator, a devoted Neo-Confucian philosopher, and a scholar
particularly interested in medicine.
From his bookwe may take an outstanding example oftheexperimental approach to
forensic medicine (though it is also related in the I Yu Chi, and Sung Tzhu must have
known it).23 The account is as follows:24
When Chang Chu [571 ofthe Wu dynasty (220 to 280 AD) was magistrate ofChu-chang, a woman
murderedherhusbandandthereaftersetfiretothehousesothatitburned down,falselystatingthat
herhusband had burned to death. Her husband's family suspected her, and accused her before the
authorities. The woman denied, and would not confess her crime. Chang Chu then took two pigs.
One he had killed, the other he let live. Then he had both ofthem burned in a shed on a heap of
faggots. On investigating (the difference between the two burned pigs, he found that) the pig
previously killedhadnoashesinitsmouth, whilethemouthofthepigburned alivewasfullofthem.
Then it was verified that there were no ashes in the dead man's mouth. When she was confronted
with this evidence, the woman indeed confessed.
As van Gulik commented, it is quite interesting that Chang Chu chose pigs for his
experiment, foritiswellknownthattheanatomyandgeneralsizeofapigareverysimilar
to those of the human body.
Thisisnottheonlytime thatthethemeofexperimentation occurs in the Thang Yin Pi
Shih. For example we might quote the following:25
When theAcademician-in-waiting (oftheThien-Changpavilion), HsuYuan[591, atthebeginningof
hiscareer(c. AD 1043)wasIntendantofExchange(inChiang-Huai), hewasgreatlydistressed bythe
fact that most ofthe official boats (proved unworthy; because the shipwrights) used less nails than
20 It was re-issued in 1261 with a preface by Chao Shih-Tho 1531. See Sung Ta-Jen (9).
21 See Chhen Pang-Hsien (1), p. 189.
22 The author relied particularly on the I Yu Chi and the Che Yu Kuei Chien.
23 Hsi Yuan Chi Lu, p. 75.
24 Thang Yin Pi Shi, translated by van Gulik (6), pp. 102-3.
25 Ibid., pp. 90-1.
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theycharged for (since all the badly constructed boats had sunk, there was no means ofchecking
theamountofnailsactually used; thus thecontractorscould practisethisdeceitindefinitely). One
dayHsu Yuan gaveorders thatanewlyconstructed boat should beburned. (After theasheswere
raked through), the nails were weighed and found to represent only one-tenth of the amount
actually paid for. Hsu Yuan then fixed theexact amount ofiron nails to be used thence forward.
From this one can see that criminal trials and inquests were not the only problems
facing the officials of the medieval Chinese bureaucracy.
THE BAMBOO SLIPS OF CHHIN
It should beemphasized thatall the books before SungTzhu's Hsi Yuan ChiLuwere
essentially collections of cases; it was he who had the originality and the organizing
spirit to systematize the whole subject. Since his time all subsequent Chinese books on
forensic medicine have taken it as their blueprint.
Recent archaeological research inChina has succeeded inpushingback theconcerns
offorensic medicine, not only to the Han time but even to the Chhin. In 1975, several
Chhin tombs were opened at Shui-hu-ti [59] near Yiin-meng [60] in Hupei, and in tomb
No. 11 ofthis group, 1155 bamboo slips bearing records oflegal cases were found.26
The man in question had almost certainly been a judge in the state ofChhin; he was
born in 262 and died in 217 BC. The documents were written on ninety-eight bamboo
strips, buried with the skeleton to the right ofthe skull, and in date they must run from
266 to about 246 BC. These twenty-five pro forma documents, entitled Feng chen shih
[61] (Models for Sealing and Investigating), must have been prized by the dead man so
much that they were buried with him. We do not know his family name, but only his
given name, which was Hsi [62].
Ofthe twenty-five specimen cases inscribed on the bamboo strips, four have special
interest for our present theme. Let us give them, conflating the translations ofBodde,
and McLeod and Yates.27
1. 5.19 (E20)28
Death by robbery with violence (tsei ssu [63])
Report: A thief-catcher A belonging toguard-station X made an announcement, saying "At place
Y within thisjurisdiction there has been a death by murder. The victim was a single male person
with bound-up hair (i.e. an adult), but his identity is not known. I have come to report."
We immediately ordered the prefectural clerk B to go and make an examination.
Report by the prefectural clerk B: "Together with prison-bondsman C we accompanied A to
make the examination. The male corpse was lying in house Z straight out, facing upwards, and
with its head to the south. On the left temple there was one knife wound, and on the back of the
head some four inches long and one inch wide, with blood oozing from one to the other; the
laceration wasjust like those made by an axe. The chest, temples, cheeks and eye-sockets of the
corpse all exuded blood, which covered the body down to the ground, so that nowhere could the
length or breadth of the bloodstains be established. Other than this, the corpse was intact.
"The clothes were of unlined cloth, skirt and jacket, one item each. The back of the jacket
showed two vertical cuts, and was blood-stained, as also was the middle of the skirt. West of the
body there was a pair oflacquered Chhin-patterned shoes, one ofthem a little more than six paces
away from the corpse, the other ten paces. When the shoes were tried on its feet they fitted them.
26 The publications and transcriptions into modem Chinese will be found in Anon. (259, 260, 261).
27 Bodde (28), McLeod &Yates (1). Cf. Hulsewe (4), p. 193, and (6), pp. 183ff. All the present casesbelong
to Hulsewe's 'Group E'. It should be understood that all these papers are based upon a wealth of learned
considerations, which we perforce omit here. For the original Chinese text in transcription, see Anon.
(260p, pp. 35ff.
2 The first numbers here are those of McLeod & Yates, the second is Hulsewe's numbering.
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"The ground beingvery hard, wecould seeevidence ofthe assailant's footprints. Theman had
been able-bodied in the prime oflife, light-complexioned, and seven feet two inches tall, with hair
two feet long. On his abdomen there were two old moxibustion scars.
"From the placewheretheman'scorpsewastoA'sguard-station Xwassome 100paces,and to
thefarmhouse (thienshe[64l)ofD, amemberoftherank andfile(i.e. acommoner) ofEvillagewas
200 paces."
We ordered A to cover the corpse with its cloth skirt, to bury it at place F and to await further
orders, after bringing the jacket and shoes to the Judicial Office (thing [65]). The people at A's
guard-station, and those living near C are to be questioned to ascertain on what day (the man)
died, and whether or not shouts of "bandit" (khou [661) were then heard?
Phis wonderful document may be regarded as something from the very birth of
orensic medicine; and for the third century BC the accuracy ofdescription which was
lemanded ofthe examiners is very striking. One would like to know more about what
he thief got away with, and whether he was ever brought to justice; but one must
emember that all these documents are essentially pro forma examples.
Let us now quote another of the bamboo slips.
2. 5.20 (E21)
Death by Hanging (ching ssu 1671)
Report: A, the chiefofX village, stated that "villager B, a commoner, has died by hanging in his
home; the cause is unknown, and I have come to report".
We immediately ordered the prefectural clerk (ling shih [68]) C to go and make an examination.
Report of the prefectural clerk C: "Together with prison-bondsman D, I accompanied A, as
well as B'swifeanddaughter, toexamine thecorpse ofB. Itwassuspended from thecross-beam of
the north wall within the eastern bedroom ofthehouse facing south, bya hempen rope as thick as
one's thumb. The noose was tied round the neck, and knotted at the nape; above it the rope was
twice looped around the cross-beam and then tied in a knot, leaving a tail end some two feet long.
The top of the head was two feet under the cross-beam, and the feet were suspended two inches
above the floor. The head and back touched the wall, and the tongue protruded slightly; below,
excreted faeces and urine had soiled both his legs. Upon releasing therope, thebreath issued with
a gasp from the mouth and the nose. Therope left a compression bruise29mark (around theneck)
except for a two-inch space at the nape. Elsewhere the body showed no signs of knife-blade
wounds or traces of (damage by) wooden (cudgel) or rope. The cross-beam was one span in
circumference, three feet long, and projected westwards two feet beyond the edge ofan earthen
platform (on theground below). From the top ofthisitwaspossible (for thedeceased) to lead and
bring together the rope around the beam. The ground being hard, no human footprints could be
detected. The rope was ten feet long. The clothes consisted of an unlined jacket and skirt of
unbleached silk, two items, and the feet were bare."
We immediately ordered A and the daughter of B to convey C's corpse and bring it to the
Judicial Office.
When examining (a body) it is essential to make first a thorough and careful inspection ofthe
evidence. Assuming he or she was alone at the place of death, one should note where the rope
comes together (around the victim's neck) and see whether, at this meeting-point there are any
traces ofthe rope's passage (around the neck). Check whether the tongue sticks out or not. How
far away are head and feet, respectively, from where the rope joins (near the beam above) and
from the floor (below). Have excrement and urine been voided? Then release the rope and see
whether there is agasp from themouth and nose. Inspect the form ofthe bruises leftby the noose,
and try whether it can be released from the head. Ifit can, then remove theclothing, and examine
theentire body from head to perineum. But ifthe tongue does not protrude, ifthemouth and nose
do not spurt air, ifthe imprint ofthe rope leaves no bruise, and ifthe knot ofthe rope is so tight
that itcannot be loosened then the true cause ofdeath isdifficult to determine. But ifa long time
has elapsed since the death, the mouth and nose will sometimes be unable to gasp.
When someone commits suicide, there must be a reason. Those who have lived together with
the dead person should be questioned in order to elicit this.
29 Cf. Gordon & Shapiro (1), p. 96.
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Again we are amazed by the degree ofprecise detail and the quantitative exactitude
with which the examiners scrutinised dead bodies in the third century BC. One notices
therecognition ofthepossibility that the supposed suicide was reallymurder; and that
thevictimwas strungup afterdeath soas to simulate suicide, having firstperhaps been
poisoned. Although Sung Tzhu probably never saw these texts in the tomb ofJudge
Hsi, he was obviously the heir of a very long tradition.
Let us now examine another of the bamboo slips.
3. 5.22 (E23)
A Miscarriage (chhu tzu [691)
Thedenunciation ofC byA, both adultwomen commoners ofX village. It reads: "A had been
pregnantsixmonths. Butyesterday shehadafightwithC,wholivedin thesameward; theyseized
each otherby thehair, and C knocked A down, so that she fell against the screen inside the gate.
Gentleman D,whoalsolivedintheward,cametotherescueandseparated AandC. AssoonasA
got home, she felt ill with abdominal pains, and last night the child miscarried and was aborted.
Now A, bearing the wrapped-up foetus, has come to denounce C."
We immediately ordered the prefectural clerk B to go and arrest C, then to examine the sex of
the baby, how much hair had grown, and the appearance of the placenta. We also ordered a
bondswoman (lichhieh [701) E who has already borne several children to examine the appearance
ofA'semissions ofblood from hervagina and herwounds. We also interrogated members ofA's
household aboutthecondition inwhich shereachedhome, and thekindofpainswhich thencame
on.
Report byprefectural clerk B: "Bondswoman Eand I have beenorderedtoexamineA'sfoetus.
At first, when wrapped in cloth, it was like a mass of(coagulated) blood, the size ofa fist, and
unidentifiable as a child. But then, when placed in a basin ofwater and shaken, the (coagulated
massof) bloodwas(seen to be)afoetus. Itshead, body, arms, handsand fingers, legsdown to the
feet, and toes, were ofhuman type; but eyes, ears, nose and sex were unidentifiable. When it was
taken out of the water, it again had the appearance of clotted blood."
AnotherReport Formreads: "Bondswomen Eand F,whohaveeach hadseveralchildren,were
ordered to examine A. Both stated that there is dried blood beside her vagina, and that the
bleedingisstillcontinuingslightly, butitisnotmenstruation. Ehad achild, butitmiscarried, and
the bleeding then was just like A's now."
Thispassage showshowthemedico-legal experts ofthe thirdcentury BC weretrying to
attain the same sort ofaccuracy as in the othercases, butcould not do so owing to the
lack ofadequate embryological information. There is something garbled about what
prefecturalclerk Bthoughthe saw, butnodoubt hewasdoinghis best. The immersion
of the alleged foetus in water would not be a valid way of determining its
characteristics. Ifit really was a foetus ofsix months, all its aspects would be clearly
distinguishablewithoutanyimmersion; norwoulditagain assume the appearance ofa
mass ofclotted blood upon removal from the water.30
Onepossibilityis thatwhat the textscalls a foetus wasactually alarge clot ofblood,
theexpulsionofwhichbythe motherincidentally occurredwith, but not as a resultof,
herfightwiththeotherwoman. Butifthiswasso,prefecturalclerk Bcouldhardlyhave
imagined the human characteristics of the foetus. One can only conclude that the
30 Onemustremember,however,thattheperiodofpregnancy wasalwayscountedastenmonthsinChina,
so the foetus may have been offive months only or less. This in fact was one ofDr Mennuti's suggestions.
See note 31 below, and Sung Tzhu's description ofhuman embryological development in Hsi Yuan Chi Lu,
p. 44.
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medico-legal experts in the third century BC were trying to do their best with this
problem also, but in the absence ofreliable embryological information could not get
very far with it.31
Next we turn to the last of the cases we shall adduce from the bamboo slips of
Judge Hsi.32 It is different from all the others, because it deals with a particularly
dangerous disease, against which the only defence, in ancient and medieval times, was
theisolation ofthepatient from the rest ofthe population.33 Suffering fromit, andyet




Report: Theheadman A ofX village has brought in villager B, a rank-and-file commoner. His
denunciation reads: "I suspect li (leprosy), and I have come along with him (to the Judicial
Office)."
We interrogated B. His statement reads: "At the age of three, I suffered from sores on my
head, and myeyebrows fell out; but the nature ofthe illness could not be determined. There is no
other offence ofwhich I am culpable."
Then we ordered the physician C to examine him. His statement says: "B has no eyebrows.
The bridge ofhis nose is gone, his nostrils are rotted, and when I lanced what is left ofhis nose,
he did not sneeze. His elbows and knees down to the soles of both feet are defective, and
suppurating at one place. His hands have no hair (on the back). When I asked him to shout, his
voice and breath were both feeble. It is leprosy."
This passage, which was also translated by Harper, shows how much concern the
ancient Chinese had for public health.35 Moreover, it must have a great bearing on
the origins ofleprosy in the Old World. It cannot be shown to have existed in Biblical
Palestine or ancient Egypt, and the earliest extant Western description of low-
resistance leprosy is that of Celsus (25 BC-AD 37). He called the disease
"elephantiasis", as did his contemporary Pliny the Elder (23-79 AD) who averred that
it had only appeared in Italy about a hundred years before. The oldest Western
clinical description is by Aretaeus ofCappadocia, about 150 AD.
In ourdiscussion ofrecords ofdiseases in ancient China, wepointed to a passage in
the Analects36 where Confucius is described as visiting a disciple afflicted with lai[72]
or 1i and being willing only to touch the man's hand through the window.37 This was
admittedlyambiguous,butwealsofound apageintheHuang TiNeiChing, Su Wen[73]
31 The discussion in Bodde (28), p. 9, is particularly illuminating here. He consulted Professor Michael
Mennuti, a gynaecologist at the University ofPennsylvania.
32 Parallel entries forthefirst three ofthese cases are found in SungTzhu's Hsi Yuan ChiLu, but he does
not discuss leprosy, presumably because judicial courts in his time no longer considered cases of such
diseases. Nor is it mentioned in the Hsi Yuan Lu.
33 Elsewhereinthebambooslips(DI01,D102)lepercolonies(leprosaria)arementioned,anditissaidthat
recalcitrant lepers not willing to live there must be executed by drowning: see Hulsewe (6), pp. 154-5.
34 Equivalentto1i[361(asinChuang Tzu,ch. 2,p.21b)andlai. ThediscussionsinMcLeod &Yates(1), pp.
152ff., and Bodde (28), pp. 8ff., are very instructive. It is noteworthy that in this case a medical man was
consulted.
35 Harper(3).Theleperswereisolatedfromthegeneralpopulationinleprosaria(liso[751orlichhienso[761).
See Bodde (28), p. 11. Sometimes it was directed that they should be executed, but this seems to have been
the case only when they had committed some capital crime.
36 Lu Gwei-Djen & Needham (4), pp. 12, 15: on Lun Yu, vi, 8, translated by Legge (2), p. 52.
37 Actuallytheexpressionusedwas"evildisease", ochi[771, butnearlyallthecommentators identifieditas
leprosy.
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which made the identification much more tenable;38 it described the destruction of
the "pillar ofthe nose" which isjust ascharacteristic as the symptoms described in the
bamboo slips, e.g. the loss ofhair and eyebrows, the absorption ofthe nasal cartilage,
difficult and hoarse respiration and, above all, peripheral anaesthesia. The first
non-Chinese writer to mention the destruction ofthe nasal septum in leprosy was the
Arabic philosopher and physician Ibn Sina (Avicenna, d. AD 1037),39 and the test for
lepromatous anaesthesia was not recorded in the West until the time of Arnold of
Villanova (d. AD 1312), so the general conclusion is that the disease was present in
China at least by the third century BC, a couple of hundred years before it was
recognized and recorded in the Mediterranean region.
All this indicates a close connection with the doctrines of the Legalist School (fa
chia [78]).40 It can surely be no coincidence that we find the earliest evidences of
forensic medicine coming from the State ofChhin, which had adopted their ideas. We
contrasted the Legalist and Confucian (ju chia [79]) conceptions oflaw and justice at
an earlier stage, and we must not go over all that ground again.4' Here it may suffice
to say that the Legalists were fundamentally pessimistic, for they believed that the
mass of the population pursued selfish ends, while the high-minded and altruistic
were insignificantly few; therefore the law should be concerned mainly with the
former. As always in China, the law was primarily criminal, not civil. Then the laws
must apply uniformly to all, independent of birth, social position, rank or
relationship. There can be only one single standard for morality, and it should be
prescribed by law; the law-givers might ponder and argue about it beforehand, but
once promulgated, the law must be followed by everyone. Ifthe laws are sufficiently
stringent (or, as some would say, draconic) they will never have to be applied, since
their very existence, provided everyone knows about it, will be enough to deter
wrong-doing. In this day and age, we may well have doubts about any theory of
deterrence, and indeed it did not stop the acts which led to the cases on the bamboo
slips of Judge Hsi.
However there was something proto-scientific about Legalism, some soil out of
which medico-legal investigations could grow. The laws, said the Legalist
philosophers, should be clearly written down, exactly stated, and not subject to
individual interpretation. They should have something about them like the
indifference of Nature, like "the rain that falls both on thejust and on the unjust".
Hence the scientific objectivity, onecould almost say, with which human actions must
be probed, elucidated, judged, and if necessary, punished; and since human nature
may, in certain circumstances, be very deceitful, the coroner (to give him his medieval
English name) must use to the maximum the knowledge ofthe medical science ofhis
day, in order to establish what exactly had happened. There was also a fascination
with the quantitative and its measurement, which comes out again and again in
Legalist writing. These perhaps were the aspects of Legalism that favoured the
38 Huang Ti Nei Ching, Su Win, (I Thung Cheng Mo Chhuan Shu edition), ch. 12, p. 2a.
39 Fora famouscase ineleventh-century ADChina, see H. Wilhelm (17), p. 280. Liu Pin1801, a friend ofthe
poet Su Shih [811, died of it in 1088.
40 These we discussed at some length in SCC, vol. 2, pp. 204 ff.
41 Ibid., pp. 3ff.
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appearance and growth offorensic medicine. Ifin the end history gave the victory to
the Confucians, it was because they allowed for a certain humanistic element in ideal
justice, recognizing human beings to be no robots but the most highly organized and
complex organisms known, the springs ofwhose actions are very deep and subtle. Yet
the application of science and medicine to law may well turn out to have been a
characteristic contribution of Legalism.
EARLIER EVIDENCE
Beyond this point, as we press back our investigation offorensic medicine into the
mists ofantiquity, there is not much to be found; though the veryadvanced stateofthe
legal formulations ofChhin argues a long antecedent development. Oflaw and legal
actions there is quite a lot to be said, but ofmedico-legal expertise not so much. For
example, one may have a look at the Yueh Ling [82] (Monthly Ordinances ofthe Chou
Dynasty), awork which mustdate from the thirdcentury BC, butpartsofwhichmaygo
back as far as the seventh century BC.42 In 239 BC itwas incorporated whole into theLu
Shih Chhun Chhiu [83] (Master Lii's Spring and Autumn Annals; a Compendium of
Natural Philosophy). A couple ofcenturies later it was also incorporated in the Li Chi
[84] (Record of Rites), compiled by Tai the Younger [85], whence it was translated by
Legge.43 One finds the following entry for the first month ofautumn (meng chhiu chih
yiieh [86]):44
In thismonth orders are given to the properofficers to revise the laws and ordinances, to put the
prisons in good repair, to provide handcuffs and fetters, to repress and stop villainy, to maintain a
watch against crime and wickedness, and to do their best endeavour to capture criminals.
Orders are (also) given to the judicial officials-in-charge to investigate superficial bruises
(shang [871), to examine open (or bleeding) wounds (chhuang[881), to look for damaged bones and
sinews (chi [891), as well as those which are broken (tuan [90o).45
Injudging cases, it is essential for officials to be correct and fair; those who have committed the
crime of killing others must receive the most severe punishment.
This still remains the oldest statement of forensic medicine in Chinese literature.46
Here one remembers that all through Chinese history criminals were executed only
in the autumn, so as to be in harmony with falling leaves and falling snow. Thus for the
second month of autumn the text goes on to say:47
Orders are given to the proper officers to revise with strict accuracy (the laws about) the various
punishments. Beheading and (the other) capital executions must be according to (the crimes
committed) without excess or defect. Excess or defect out ofsuch proportions will bring on itself
the judgment (of Heaven).
42 On the date ofthe Yueh Ling see SCC, vol. 3, Mathematics andthe Sciences ofthe heavens andtheearth,
p. 195.
43 Cf. Legge (7), p. 259.
44 Legge (7), p. 285.
45 LiChi, ch. 6(Yueh Ling),pp. 72b, 73a. Legge (7) seems to have understood this passage to refermainly to
the governors ofprisons, but we follow Tshai Yung's [911 commentary, which makes it clear that the words
refer also tojudges in charge ofinquests. Most commentators agree: see Yu Chu Pao Tien [921 (SUi Shih Hsi
Su Tzu Liao edition), ch. 7, p. 6 (p. 424). Cf. Chuko Chi (1).
46 It may not be without interest that Chang Fu [931, the brother-in-law ofKuei Wan-Jung, compiler ofthe
legal case-book Thang Yin Pi Shih. also wrote a commentary on the Yueh Ling entitled Yueh Ling Chieh [941.
Cf. van Gulik (6), p. 7.
47 P. 75 a, b, translated Legge (7), p. 288.
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Finally, for the last month of autumn:48
Inaccordance with (the season) they hurry on the decision and punishment ofcriminal cases, not
wishing to leave them any longer undealt with.
Thusonecansayfrom suchatextthatalegal systemwasin forceand thattherewere
punishments for evil-doers, but we are not told very much about the medico-legal
aspectsofthemagistrates' activities. Ofcourserecordsoflegalcasesassuchgobackfar
into the beginning of the first millennium BC in China. For example, in 1975 an
excavation at Chhi-shan [95] unearthed from a tomb dating from about 820 BC, a
bronze ladlewith a handle (i[96]), bearing an inscription (Chen iming wen [97]) giving a
record ofacourtcase.49 Itrelatesmanysuchdetails as the basis on which sentencewas
given, the process ofreduction ofa sentence, and how the guilt was eventually dealt
with. Thecasewasheard bya famousjudge, Pai Yang Fu [98]. It recorded the summing
up ofa trial in which an individual named Mu Niu [99] filed a suit against his official
superior (shangssu [100]) Chen [101], but Mu Niu lost and was sentenced to be branded
or tattooed (chhing hsing [102]), after which he was pardoned and did not even have to
pay a fine (weifa chin [103]). But then later on he brought another suit which again he
lost, and this second time he was sentenced to a thousand strokes of the whip (pien
[104]). This was after a while reduced to five hundred, and eventually commuted to a
fine, so that he had to pay 300 huan [105] (an ancient weight) ofbronze to Chen, after
which the metal was used to make the ladle with its inscription.
Sometimes these fines were paid in armour. It seems that Mu Niu was some kind of
dependant ofChen, so that in bringing the suit he had to break his oath ofallegiance.
Afterthefirst trial, hetook itagain, and afterthe second trial he renewed it oncemore,
but with the words dictated by Pai Yang Fu added "I will not dare henceforward to
disturb your affairs." Unfortunately, the inscription does not say what the suits were
about, so we do not know whether there was any criminal aspect in the matter.
Anothercase comes from the veryearly Chou time (tenth century BC).50 The record
is inscribed on a ting[106] orbronze cauldron with threelegs, and takes the form ofthe
declaration of a judgment. A military officer with the personal name of Chhi [107]
alleged that his inferiors, the defendants, had not followed him to fight for the High
King ofChou. Thejudge, Pai Mou Fu [108], eventually fined the chiefdefendant 300
huanofbronze(aweightequivalent toabout2000 Han ouncesliang[10o], or 125catties,
chin [110], but the defendants would not pay. Eventually Pai Mou Fu ordered them to
be banished, but rather than that they decided to pay the fine, and it was out ofthis
bronze that the ting was made.
This is about as far back then as we can trace the beginnings oflegal andjudicial
proceedings. Once again, as in the case ofthe Yueh Ling, there is relatively little about
legal medicine, so it does seem that this first began to arise in the State ofChhin in the
Warring States period-and perhaps with the Legalist School.
48?. 81, translated Legge (7), p. 295.
49 See Sheng Chang (1), p. 42; and Phang Pho (1). 50 See Thang Lan (5), p. 33.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUBJECT IN YUAN AND MING
Before going further with Sung Tzhu's original text, one has to understand that
because of the special circumstances it became the basis for many subsequent
editions, being greatly enlarged in the process, particularly after the appearance ofthe
government-commissioned work of AD 1662, described below. This has meant that
some discoveries and techniques have been attributed to Sung Tzhu which were not
really his, but ofa later date;5' and this has happened not only in the European, but
also in the Chinese, secondary literature,52 including recent biographies. Sung Tzhu's
book originally had five chapters. The first one had four sections, the second had
twelve, the third had five, the fourth had ten, and the fifth had twenty-two; the
sections alone had titles.53
We must now have a look at the books which followed upon Sung Tzhu's Hsi Yuan
Chi Lu. The subject must have been very much "in the air" because another writer,
probably Chao I-Chai [1l ], wrote a work called Phing Yuan Lu [112] (Pacification by
the Redressing ofWrongs), probably about AD 1255. Since the work has not survived,
and since there is an element of uncertainty about the ascription, we cannot tell the
exact date, but it was certainly later than Sung Tzhu's. After the Yuan dynasty had
taken over, Wang Yu [113] in AD 1308 wrote a two-chapter work entitled Wu Yuan Lu
[114] (The Cancelling of Wrongs, i.e. False Charges).s4 This became the basis of
forensic medicine in Korea and Japan,55 but in China preference was always given to
the work of Sung Tzhu. The three books were sometimes collectively printed as the
Sung Yuan Chien Yen San Lu [15] (Three Treatises on Inquest Procedure from the
Sung and Yuan Periods), but Sung Tzhu's work always remained the most widely
consulted.
A few more details about the transmission to Korea and Japan might be in order
here; the later European translations will be described below. The Wu Yuan Lu was
printed as such in Korea in AD 1384, but in 1438 the Hsin Chu Wu Yuan Lu [116] was
finished, forming the fundamental text on the subject for long afterwards. It had a
preface of 1447 by Liu I-Sun [117], who may well have been its editor. The textbook was
then certainly transmitted from Korea to Japan, some say by the close ofthe sixteenth
century, and the standard work there, prefaced in 1736 by Kawai Jinhyoe [118],
appeared as the Wu Yuan Lu Shu [1 9] in 1768. It would be interesting to study these
developments more closely, but this may be sufficient in the present context. It shows
the expansion of Sung Tzhu's work in surrounding countries.
Indeed it went through many editions during the centuries which followed him.
Under the Yuan, the work remained in five chapters; this was the recension which
51 This shows that the subject was developing strongly in these subsequent centuries.
52 As has been shown in detail by Juan Chheng-Hsueh (1). For example, arsenic and carbon monoxide
poisoning, etc.
53 See the contents table in McKnight (1).
54 Thebookwasbasedonboth theprecedingones,withsomemodificationsandadditions; itdistinguished
morecarefully than ever between suicide by hanging and murder by strangling. It also corrected the age-old
error about the relative positions ofthe trachea and oesophagus, maintaining the former is anterior to the
latter. Cf. Chung Hsu (1).
55 The story has been told in detail by Chia Ching-Thao (2) and Sung Ta-Jen (9).
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Sun Hsing-Yen [120] republished in 1808, and theversion translated by McKnight. But
there were many other editions in the Ming, for example, Chang Ching's [121] Pu I Yu
Chi[122] (Additions to the 'Collection ofDoubtful Criminal Cases'). Thework, now in
one chapter, was appended to two of the legal publications deriving from the Ming
code, TaMingLuHsing Shu ChuHui[123] and TaMingLu LiChih Chun ChhiShu[124].
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE SUBJECT IN CHHING TIMES
During the course ofthe Chhing dynasty, at least ten editions appeared. One ofthe
first, certainly themost important, was the Lu LiKuan Chiao Cheng Hsi Yuan Lu [125]
(Book oftheWashingawayofWrongs, collated andverified by theOffice ofLawsand
Regulations), published inAD 1662andagainin 1694.56 Morethanadozenoldmedical
books were laid under contribution for this work, which was carried out by a
committee commissioned by the Khang-Hsi emperor;57 the sub-headings were
rearranged, the contents much enlarged, and the number ofchapters reduced to four.
All the subsequent treatises used this as their basis. A hundred years later, in 1770,
camethe ChienKu ThuKo[126](Standard FormofChartfortheNotationofInjuriesto
Bones), under the Chhien-Lung emperor, one ofthe earliest examples ofa form to be
filledinfromanycivilization, asweshallsee. Thiswasatonceorderedto beincluded in
the former work. Then the traditional coroner's manual took approximately its
existing form, in the Hsi Yuan Lu Chi Che'ng [127] (The Washing Away of Wrongs,
CollectedandChecked), organized in 1796byWangYu-Huai [128]. Latereditionshave
a commentary of 1832 by Juan Chhi-Hsin [129],58 another of 1837 by Chang Hsi-Fan
[130],59 and a preface by a salt official, Thung Lien [131], dated 1843. This shows that
Giles's translation must have been done from one of these books.60 Another, later
version was prefaced in 1852 with the title Hsi Yuan Lu Hsiang I [132]; this was the
edition ofHsu Lien [133].61 The full bibliographical details weregiven byPelliot62 with
his customary exhaustiveness, but one derivative work he omitted, namely the Hsi
Yuan Lu Chien Shih [138] (A Commentary on the 'Washing Away of Unjust
Imputations, or Wrongs'), written by the eminent physician Wang Khen-Thang [139]
neartheend oftheMing, C. AD 1602. Thishasbecomeveryrare, butitspublicationwas
an event of some importance in view of the parallel intervention of the medical
profession at this time in the Western world.
Thereisanotherindication ofthisworld-widechange, too. Wearefortunateenough
to have a copy ofthe first chapter ofthe Hsi Yuan Lu Pien Che'ng [140] (Correction of
56 Neitheroftheseeditionshadanyprefaceorpostface, norwereanyreferencesgiven: seeSungTa-Jen(9).
57 The custom of leaving out the 'Chi' from the titles of works derivative from the Hsi Yuan Chi Lu
probably dates from this time.
58 The book was then entitled Pu Chu Hsi Yuan Lu Chi Cheng 11341.
59 The book was then called Chhung Khan Pu Chu Hsi Yuan Lu Chi Cheng[1351. It has fivepen with four
chapters, because it has some other tractates, printed at the back.
60Giles(7). Wesaythis,becauseeachprovincialjurisdictionprinteditsowncopy. Oneofourowneditions
is from Yunnan, and has four pen with four chapters.
61 The importance of this work (published 1854) was that it marked a definite step forward in Chinese
osteology (ku ko hsueh [1361). Hsu Lien had been a judge for twenty years, and whenever he attended a
suitable inquest he took along a professional artist (hua chiang 113371) to draw the skeleton. See Chung Hsu
(1), Pe 501.
6 Pelliot (13), p. 126.
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Mistakes in the (Government Editions) of the 'Washing Away ofWrongs'), written
by an excellent scholar named Chhu Chung-Jung [141] in 1827. It is contained in the
fifth pen ofa Chung Khan Pu Chu Hsi Yuan Lu Chi Cheng edition of 1847, together
with other treatises. It was he who identified the medical and other books which the
Lu Li Kuan committee had used in the seventeenth century; they included some
twenty titles such as Huang Ti Nei Ching, Su WMn, Chhi Hsiao Liang Fang, Ming I
(Pieh) La, and Chhao Shih Ping Yuan.63 Together with the newly discovered Yuan
edition of the original book, this is one of the most important findings to help us
distinguish between Sung Tzhu's own text and the ideas which were imported into it
at later dates, especially in the government editions. Recently Kuan Chheng-Hsiieh
listed many such errors: certain poison antidotes, and the occurrence of carbon
monoxide poisoning, were not in the original text, for example; using eggs and
emetics to cure arsenic poisoning is also a later notion.64 Such mistakes, which have
got into recent Chinese medical textbooks and encyclopaedias, are really rather
serious-the moral is that, wherever possible, original texts should be consulted. This
is why it was quite acute ofSydney Smith to say: "It would be ofgreat interest ifsome
student ofChinese history could unearth and translate an undoubted mediaeval text
of the Hsi Yuan Lu."65 But he also wrote "I am left with the conviction that in
mediaeval times Chinese forensic medicine was far in advance of contemporary
European practice".66
After Hsu Lien's time, books continued to be written on the subjects discussed in
the Hsi Yuan Lu, but they were oflittle importance. European anatomy and forensic
medicine now came in gradually more and more, thus leading to the synthesis ofthe
present day.67
In the late edition (1843) that Giles used for his translation, the Hsi Yuan Lu
consists offourchapters,68 each with several sections: the first has sixteen; the second,
twelve; the third, six; and the fourth, three. Subjects dealt with in the first group
63 See pen 5, ch. 6A, p. 3a; and particularly Sung Ta-Jen (9), p. 281 on this subject.
64 Kuan Chheng-Hsueh (1). 65 Smith (1), p. 602. Echoed by Gradwohl (1), first ed., p. 7.
66 Also echoed byGradwohl (1), ibid.: "It was very far ahead ofanything which existed anywhere else in
the world when it was first written."
67 Foran account ofthisdevelopment see ChungHsu(1) and the book ofKuo Ching-Yuan (1). It can be
followed further in Chhen Khang-I (1) and Chin Ching-Thao (1).
68 Giles(7). Gilescalledhischapter "books", and his sections "chapters". This translation, until recently,
was the best known, although now McKnight (1) has given us a translation of the Yuan edition which
brings us as near as we can get to Sung Tzhu himself. The first appearance of his book in a Western
language was a abbreviated text by the Jesuit Cibot (8) in 1779. Another, rather fuller, French version by
Martin (I) saw the light more than a century later, in 1886; while Litolf (1) did a translation into French
from the Vietnamese, which appeared in eight issues of a Hanoi journal in 1909 and 1910. The first
complete translation into a Western language was into Dutch, by de Grijs (I) in 1863; and this was in turn
rendered into German by Breitenstein (I) in 1908. It was done from the edition prepared by Wang Yu-Huai
11281. Another German translation, by one Hoffman, is mentioned by Shangkuan Liang-Fu (1), but a
search in Western library catalogues, including that ofthe British Library, has failed to confirm or identify
it. Perhaps the most likely person would be the Japanologist John Joseph Hoffman, who was active
between 1834 and 1877. Similarly there is said to be a Russian translation, but we have not been able to
establish any details about it: see Anon. (202), p. 479; Yang Wen-Ju & Li Pao-Hua (1), p. 121; and Shih
Jo-Lin (1), p. 37. We know now that not one ofthese translations, except that ofMcKnight (1), represented
the text of the Hsi Yuan Chi Lu itself.
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comprise real and counterfeit wounds, the examination of decomposed corpses, the
examination of bones whether injured before or after death, and notes on
decomposition ofthe body atdifferent seasons. The second group deals with wounds,
whether inflicted by the hand or foot, or with weapons generally; suicide with
weapons; suicide by strangulation; and burning, whether before or after death. The
third group discusses miscellaneous suspicious appearances, and the results offalling
from a height or being crushed to death; it also takes up many kinds ofpoisons and
their effects. Finally, the fourth group considers methods of restoring life, e.g. after
hanging, drowning, scalding or freezing; and it continues the pharmacological notes
on poisons.
Next, one cannot do better than quote a piece from the opening chapter of the
Chhung Khan Pu Chu Hsi Yuan Lu Chi Cheng:69
There is nothing more important than human life; there is no punishment greater than death.
A murderer must give life for life, the law shows no mercy; but to obviate any regrets which
might be occasioned by a wrong infliction ofsuch punishment, the validity ofa confession and
the sentence passed depend on a satisfactory examination ofthe wounds. Ifthese are ofa bona
fide nature, and the confession of the accused tallies therewith, then life may be given for life,
that those who know the laws may fear them, that crimes may become less frequent among the
people, and dueweight attached to the sanctity ofhuman existence. Ifan inquest is not properly
conducted, the wrong ofthe murdered man is not redressed, new wrongs are raised up against
the living, other lives sacrificed, and both sides aroused to vengeance of which no man can
foresee the end.
In important cases where death has not already ensued, everything will depend on the energy
of the judge or official-in-charge in proceeding instantly to a personal examination of the
victim-noting down the wounds, their position and severity-and fixing the "death-limit" in
the hope that medical skill may effect a cure; so that in case ofre-examination after death with a
view to obtain a different verdict, the unpleasantness of dissection may be avoided.
Where death has already resulted from the wounds, there is still greater need for promptitude
ere decomposition sets in, and while as yet it is easy to note the severity and size ofeach wound.
For while you are delaying, the body is beginning to decompose. To guard against the infliction
of false, or the tampering with real, wounds is a principle of the highest importance. No, the
judge and his assistants (particularly the ostensor, see below) should hasten to the spot with all
speed, so that the guilty parties may have no time to concoct schemes for evading the
consequences of their crime.
If death has just taken place, first examine the top of the head and the back, the ears, the
nostrils, the throat, the anus and the vagina, in fact all places where anything might be inserted,
on the chance offinding a sharp-pointed instrument ofsome kind or other. Ifnothing is found,
proceed to examine the body in the regular way.
Ifitshould be a casewhereexamination ofthebody is necessary, firstcarefully interrogate the
relatives ofthedeceased, the neighbours, and the accused, bidding them stateclearly who struck
whomwith whatweapon, and inwhat part ofthe body; thedeposition ofeach being taken down
in writing.
Then with yourassistants, the petitioner, and theaccused, proceed to the spot where the body
lies, and examine it as the law directs. Mark what wounds are on vital spots,70 whether on the
trunk or extremities, whether skin or flesh wounds, whether penetrating to the bone, their
colour, exact sizeand shape (blue, red,purple orblack); whetherinflicted by thehand orfoot, or
by some weapon, circling them with a line; their severity and appearance, whether recent or old.
All this must be carefully elucidated, and the prescribed form filled up with your own hand, not
by the assistants. Do not, deterred by the smell of the corpse, sit at a distance, your view
intercepted by the smoke offumigation, letting the ostensor call out the wounds and enter them
on the form, perhaps garbling what is of importance, and giving prominence to what is not,
adding or subtracting as he sees fit.
69 Translated by Giles (7), p. 61, from the Chhing government edition of 1843, modified by the authors.
70 On this see Lu Gwei-Djen & Needham (5), pp. 302ff.
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Moreover, death from self-strangulation, throat-cutting, taking poison, burning, drowning
and the like, produce very different results, and only the most minute investigation ofevery little
detail will ensure a complete and reliable verdict. If this be neglected, the ostensor and the
secretary will intrigue and make light of the whole affair; the culprit will devise some means for
escaping punishment, the relatives of the deceased will appeal against your decision, mischief-
makers and bad characters will seize the opportunity, and the end of it all will be that your
verdict will be discredited, another trialjudge deputed, and the steaming ofthe corpse to obtain
the skeleton will become a matter of necessity, an outrage on the dead and an inconvenience to
the living. These are the evils attendant on a dilatory or perfunctory discharge of your duties.
There are several things here which could do with some explanation. Forexample, the
idea of the "death-limit" (pao ku [142], or shou ku [143]) was something which so far as
we know did not occur in Western medieval law. It might be better translated,
perhaps, as "period of responsibility" or "liability time-limit", and it was widely
recognized in Chinese legal procedure. The wounded person was handed over to the
care of the family of his or her assailant for a precisely specified period,7' the idea
being that the latter would be so anxious to avoid the penalty for murder that he
would get the best medical advice that money could buy and nurse the person back to
health.72 Ifa cure was not effected within the limit oftime laiddown, the assailant was
considered guilty of the damage, and vice versa; if death occurred, even only half a
day after the time limit had expired, the assailant was not held responsible. This
system protected both the victim and the assailant.
Secondly, the filling-in of forms by the judge during an inquest has an
extraordinarily modern ring about it, but in fact the forms had been introduced
somewhat earlier in the Sung period by Cheng Hsing-I [145], whose writing was
entitled Chien Yen Ko Mu [146] (Inquest Forms to be Filled in during the Examination
of the Corpse).73 This dated from AD 1174. As Li Hsin-Chhuan tells us, Cheng was a
circuitjudge orjudicial intendant (Che Hsi Thi Tien Hsing Yu [147]) and was struck by
the muddle, dishonesty and injustice at inquests during his time. So he devised a
special form with a serial number, on which many aspects of the case had to be filled
in, notably the name ofthe injured person and ofhis or herattacker, the date and time
ofthe offence, the distance ofthe place from thejudge's office, the number ofwounds
and the cause of death, together with the names of the officials concerned.74
71 For example, when the extremities werewounded by an instrument, the period was twenty days. For a
knife wound, boiling water or fire, the limit was thirty days. For other wounds the time was ten days. When
bones were broken or when miscarriage was brought on, the period was fifty days. Such were the
prescriptions laid down in the Tou Ou Lu['441(Regulations ofFighting). See Chhung Khan Pu Chu Hsi Yuan
Lu Chi Cheng; ch. I, p. IOa.
72 For furtherdetails, see van Gulik (6), p. 92 and Alabaster (1), pp. 229ff. The practice must have been a
very old one, for it is mentioned in the first century BC dictionary Chi Chiu Phien [1481, written by Shih Yu
[1491, (p. 67a).
73 Notonly were these formsdrawn up in such away as togiveclearinformation, but since Hsu Ssu-Tao's
[1501 time (AD 1211) they also included two outline sketches ofthe form ofthe human body (front and back),
so that the position ofthe wounds could be marked on it. Coloured inks were used. Thus the information
called out by the ostensor could be seen by all present to correspond with the truth. The pictures were
adopted by the highestjudicial authorities and were known as Hunan Thi Hsing Ssu Ko Shih [1511, (Pictures
developed by the Judicial Intendant of Hunan).
74 Chien-YenILaiChhao Yeh TsaChi[1i52 (Miscellaneous RecordsofCourtOfficialsand CommonPeople
since the Chien-Yen Reign-Period [AD 1127-1130]), pt. 2, ch. I 1, p. 474a, b, in theTshung Shu Chi Chheng
edition. A similar account comes in the Sung Hui Yao Kao [1531; it adds details ofa second request when this
was necessary (Tshe 170 Hsing Fa, pp. 5a, b, 6a, b).
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Then, in 1204, some judge in Hunan and Kuangsi introduced anterior and
posterior outline diagrams ofthe human body, so that the coroner in inquests could
make the place of the wounds or contusions (Chien Yen Cheng Pei Jen Hsing Thu
[154]).
7
The preparation offorms to be filled in was an idea which arose naturally out ofthe
passion forjustice and the bureaucractic character ofChinese society. They had to be
completed in triplicate, one to go to the office ofthe Prefect (chih chou [155]), one to be
given to the victim's relatives (chhin tsu [156]), and one to be kept by the judge or
official-in-charge (thihsing[157]). We are accustomed to think ofthe filling-in offorms
as something very recent in Western Europe,76 and so no doubt it is, but some ofthe
sea-captains who visited the coast of China in the eighteenth century and needed
repairs to their ships, were extremely surprised to find that the magistrates along the
coast had forms to be filled in-how much wood required, how manycarpenters, and
so on.77 It is just another indication that the bureacratic system of Chinese
government was far ahead of Europe for many centuries.
Lastly there is the question of the ostensor (wu tso [7]). A rather lowly official, he
drew attention to the wounds on the body and called out their nature to thejudge; he
also did all the preparation ofthe body for examination and any simple experiments
that were required.78 Much emphasis was placed on the washing of the body with
vinegar-no doubt an antiseptic procedure. Late fifteenth-century pictures of
anatomical dissections in Europe show the professor in his robes seated up aloft in a
stall and reading from the book. Down below, a menial demonstrator or prosector
actually did the dissection, while an ostensor demonstrated with a wand the various
parts to the students, who did not do any dissection themselves.79 This word, then,
meaning "he who shows", is therefore quite a good choice for describing the
functions of the wu tso [7].80
The history of the wu tso (ostensor) and his functions has been written by Chia
Ching-Thao and Chung Hsii.81 They tell us much about the titles ofthejudge, who in
75 Both of these were included in the Yuan edition of the Hsi Yuan Chi Lu (pp. 10, 11).
76 See Gradwohl (1), third ed., pp. 60, 76, 101-3. The practice may go back to the standardization of
medical reports in the books of de Blegny (1684) and Devaux (1693), cf. ibid., p. 9. On Ambroise Pare
(1575) and reports see below.
77 Here the keypassage occurs in the account ofAdmiral Anson's voyage around the world between 1740
and 1744: Walters (1), entry for 19 December 1742. A "mandarine", deputed by the Viceroy of Canton,
visited Anson's ship the Centurion in Macao roads, and took down all the particulars about the necessary
repairs on previously-prepared forms, so that the ship stood to sea again on 19 April of that year. For
knowledge of this we are indebted to Mr G. F. Peaker and Dr Ulick R. Evans. Perhaps the origins of the
form for filling in should be sought in those lists of goods and possessions so common in Babylonia and
ancient Greece. Certainly by the Han time, the military records of Chu-Yen seem to include many indent
forms needing to be filled in: cf. Loewe (4).
78 Cf. van Gulik(6), p.60. The term wascertainly used in SungTzhu's time: cf. Hsi Yuan ChiLu, LingNan
edition, pp. 40-1.
79 See for instance the illustration from the Italian Fasciculo dimedicina printed at Venice in 1493, which
forms the first page ofan Italian translation ofthe Anothomia (1316) of Mondino de Luzzi (c. 1270-1326).
It is reproduced by Singer (25), fig. 35, p. 7.
80 Originally hewasanundertakerorabutcher, underpaid, socially despised, andoftenignorant. Children
ofsuch families were not admitted to the imperial examinations. See Chia Ching-Thao (1); Yao Te-Yu (1).
The latter quotes the saying, "Never base your report only on what the ostensor says."
81 See Chia Ching-Thao (1) and Chung Hsii (2).
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ancient times was lingshih [68], then in the Thang hsien wei[158]; in Sung Tzhu's time he
was thihsing[157], andafterthecomingoftheYuandynasty, hebecamechengmingssuli
[159]. About the ostensor (wu tso), Ho Meng [47] had a good deal to say in his Yu Thang
Hsien Hua[160] (Leisurely Talks in theAcademy),82 writtenin theWuTai period, about
950 AD. The term also appears in the Che Yu Kuei Chien [44] (Magic Mirror for Solving
Doubtful Criminal Cases) written by Cheng Kho [45] in AD 1133 and reprinted in 1261.
Anearly name forthe ostensorwashsingjen [161] or "runner", because hemade haste to
gettotheplacewherethedeadbodywasfound.83Whennotonduty,hemightwellbean
undertaker, or at least a seller ofcoffins. A few years after the Yuan dynasty came in,
from 1268 onwards, the new laws gave the wu tsomore responsibility, becausewhile the
judge still had to participate in the examination ofthe body himself, the wu tso had to
sign a paper guaranteeing that the facts established were true. In cases of poisoning
medical menwere nowcalled in. DuringtheearlyMiddleAges, the wu tsowereatfirst a
rather depressed group, but before the end of the Chhing dynasty, special training
schools were made for them, and eventually they got the title ofInspector (chien yen 1i
[162] or chien yen kuan [163]), and were placed in the ninth rank of the bureaucracy.
MATTERS OF MEDICAL INTEREST
Aswehaveseen, SungTzhu's Hsi Yuan ChiLuofAD 1247wastheconsolidationofall
previous knowledge in forensic medicine; it contains five chapters. Subsequently his
workwasrearrangedinvariouswaybydifferentauthorsusingdifferenttitles,butagreat
enlargementcamein 1662withtheLuLiKuan ChiaoChengHsi YuanLu,whenthework
wasdividedintofourchapters. Much newmedicalmaterialwentinto this. Weshall thus
distinguish, in what follows, between the Hsi Yuan Lu and the Hsi Yuan Chi Lu.
Nowwhenwecometothespecificallymedicalcontentofthesetreatises, thereismuch
ofgreat interest. As Smith has said, one certainly gets the impression that there was a
comprehensiveness in the scope ofmedico-legal procedure in medieval China that was
not to be found inmedieval Europe.84Throughout there runs a stronginsistence on the
examination ofthe bodyitself; thewounds whichitcarries are to benoted down so that
the validity ofconfessions or other statements may be checked.85
The "vital spots" orsiteswhereanytrauma, contusion, orshock will beexceptionally
perilous, leading to internal injury or death, sometimes even with no external sign of
wounding at all, are carefully listed.86 They were given names like those ofacu-points.
Thesepointsofparticulardanger, onwhich aperson'sfatemightdepend(chihmingchih
chhu[164])87 wereenumerated assixteen on thefront ofthebody(ortwenty-twoifallthe
bilateral points were counted) and six on the back (or ten if all the bilaterals count),
82 See van Gulik (6), pp. 171-2. He only knew the Hsi Yuan Lu in the translation ofGiles (7).
83 InSungandYuan,thisofficial wasoftencalled "wu tsohsingjen". SeetheYuaneditionofHsi YuanChi
Lu, pp. 40-1.
84 Smith (1), p. 601.
85 Alabaster(1)considersChhingpracticeincasesofmanslaughter(pp.288ff.),murder(pp.292ff.),suicide
(pp. 303ff.) and assault (pp. 346ff.).
86 detailed accountofthesein relation tothevarious so-called "martial arts" (wushu11651) will be found
in Lu Gwei-Djen & Needham (5), pp. 302ff.
87 The phrase occurrs in the Hsi Yuan Chi Lu, but the charts ofvital spots are given only in the Chhung
Khan Pu Chu Hsi Yuan Lu Chi Cheng. Cf. LuGwei-Djen & Needham (5), figs 79, 80, where the date should
be corrected to the seventeenth century AD.
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makingthirty-twoinall. Modernmedicalsciencehasconfirmedmanyofthese, suchas
the fontanelles ofthe skull, the occipital and cervical regions, the partsjust above and
below the sternum, the perineal region and scrotum.88
Then the necessary preparations for the examination ofa body are described, and
the examiner is warned not to be deterred by the unpleasant state ofthe corpse, but to
make with his ostensor a systematic examination from the head downwards in every
case. Theexaminerisadvisedparticularly aboutcounterfeited wounds,woundscaused
by different means, such as those arising from fist blows or kicking with the foot and
caused by various sorts of weapons; and asphyxial deaths such as those by
strangulation and drowning. These are all given separate sections. Truly accidental
drowninghasto bedistinguished from aperson beingheldunder thewater, byweights
or other means, and also from suicidal drowning. The possibility of homicidal
strangulation being passed offas suicide is discussed, as is the way ofdistinguishing
between the body of a drowned person and that of one thrown into the water after
death-all these are discussed in detail.89 So, also, is the possible confusion between
post-mortem and ante-mortem burning recognized; and a great deal of attention is
given to the various poisons.90 The examiner is exhorted to study the place, the
surroundings and the circumstances with the utmost care; and in this connection it is
said that nothing can be regarded as unimportant.
Furthermore, many tests and experiments are described, some very sensible in
terms of modern medical science, others containing more or less an admixture of
proto-science and folk-beliefs. Forexample, there are some remarkable techniques for
making wounds or severe contusions and bruises appear clearly on the surface ofthe
body, as well as bone-fractures; especially the use of red-oiled umbrella paper for
filtering the direct light of the sun. Under the heading 'A Discussion of Bones and
Blood-vessels in the Body, and the Location of Vital Spots'91 the text92 says:
Whenexaminingbonesitisnecessary thatthedaybeclearandbright. Firstwash themwithwater,
and then tie them togetherwith hemptwine(toform askeleton), beforelayingthem outon amat.
Then dig a pit in the ground measuring five feet long, three feet wide and two feet deep, burning
wood and charcoal in it until theground is very hot. Clear out the ashes and pour in two pints of
good wine and five pints ofstrong vinegar. While it is still steaming lay the bones in the pit and
coverthem with a strawmat, lettingthem remain there for two to fourhours.93 When theground
hascooled, remove thematand take thebones toalevel well-litplacewheretheycanbeexamined
under a red silk or paper umbrella which has been waterproofed with oil (protecting them from
the direct sunlight). If there are places on the bones which have been struck, then there will be
tracesofaredcolour, andthetwoendsofanyfracturewillshowablood-redhalo. Moreoverif, on
holding a bone up to this light, it shows a vivid red colour, then the injury was inflicted before
death. Ifon the other hand the bones are broken, and yet show no traces ofred colour, then this
must have been done after death ....
88 Cf. Camps & Cameron (1).
89 In the Hsi Yuan Chi Lu, but expanded in the later works.
90 The part on poisons was greatly enlarged in the Hsi Yuan Lu.
91 ItisinSection 18oftheoriginal textofSungTzhu, Hsi Yuan ChiLu, pp. 53-4; cf. YangFeng-Khun(1),
pp. 45ff., 136.
92Translation McKnight (1), p. 102, modified by the authors. This may be compared with the parallel
passage from the Chhing edition, translated by Giles (7), p. 66 (Hsi Yuan Lu, ch. 1, pp. 49a-56b).
93 This must have had the effect of cleaning the bones rather thoroughly.
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There can be little doubt that this use of a light-filter94 was ancestral to the
employment ofinfra-red lightandsimilaraidsinmodernforensicmedicine.95 Itwould
beinterestingtomakesometestswithoiledpaperssuchaswereusedinthosedays,and
indeed still areforumbrellas inChina-thisexperimenthasin factbeendonebyWang
Chin-Kuang, as we shall see.
First, however, we may take a look at the antiquity of the practice. A couple of
hundred years before SungTzhu, anintriguingstorywas reported by Shen Kua [166] in
his Meng Chhi Pi Than [167] (Dream Pool Essays). He wrote:96
When Li Chhu-Hou [1681wasmagistrate ofShen-hsien in Luchow, healwayswent toexamine the
injuries ofcorpses after fights and affrays. Boiling the dregs ofwine, or ashes,97 he spread them
overthe bones orbodies, but often no trace ofinjury could be found. But an old local secretarial
official knewthatwheninjuriesdidnotshow,youshould useared-oiled silkumbrella,andlookat
the body or the bones in full sunlight; then ifthe remains were washed carefully the bruises or
fractures could be seen. Li Chhu-Hou followed this advice, and found that he could see the
injuries clearly, so that he proved it true. Since that time all inquest judges between the Huai
River and the Yangtze invariably use this technique.
Nowtheverysamestoryoccursinthe YuHsia Chu[169](Jade Box Records),writtenby
Huangfu Mei [170] about 880 AD, so therecanbeverylittledoubt that theprocedure of
"examining corpses in red light" (hungkuangyen shih [171]) goes back at least as far as
the Thang. Later on the account recurs in Cheng Kho's [172] Che Yu Kuei Chien [44]
(Magic Mirror for Solving Doubtful Criminal Cases) of AD 1133, and eventually it
found its way into Fang I-Chih's [173] Wu Li Hsiao Shih [174] (Small Encyclopaedia of
the Principles of Things) of 1643.98
All these references were unearthed by Wang Chin-Kuang;99 and he also made
practical experiments with light filters, finding that red glass or red nylon, which let
through only the longest wavelengths of visible light (around 6500 A), have effects
similartothosestated. Suchalightwillbringouteventhedeepestsuperficialveins,and
bruises otherwise invisible appear purplish in colour.
We also find in the book a great deal ofosteological and anatomical description. In
connection with bones, the text describes a test ofgenetic relatedness carried out by
dropping blood from a living individual on to the bones of a dead one, and seeing
whether it sinks in or not. The Hsi Yuan Chi Lu text says: °°
To identify relatives using the technique ofdripping blood on bones, you have forexample A, a
deceasedfatherormother, whosebonesareavailable. Someone, B, comes forwardclaiming to be
a son ordaughter. How areyougoing to find out? Lettheclaimantcuthimselforherselfslightly,
drawing one or twodrops ofblood, and let themdrip on to the bones oftheparents. Then ifthey
areindeedsonordaughter, thebloodwillsinkintothebone,butifBisnot, itwill notdoso.Thisis
what is meant by the common saying "dripping blood to establish relationship".
94 Another use ofa light-filter umbrella occurs in Section 8 (p. 41), translated by McKnight (1), p. 81.
95 See for instance Walls (1), pp. 69ff.
96 Ch. 11, p. lOa, b, translated by theauthors. Thepassage isitem 209in theedition ofHuTao-Ching(1),
vol. 1, p. 429.
9 This must have been slightly alkaline, removing all oil and whitening the bones.
98Ch. 3, p. 24a, b.
99 Wang Chin-Kuang (3).
100 TheYuan versionofHsi Yuan ChiLu, Sect. 18, p. 53, translated byMcKnight(1), pp. 101-2,modified
by the authors.
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The Hsi Yuan Lu says:101
The bones of parents may be identified by their children in the following manner. Let the
experimentercuthimselforherselfwithaknifeandcausetheblood todripon to the bone. Then if
the relationship is an actual fact, the blood will soak into the bone, otherwise it will not. N.B.
Should the bones have been washed with salt water, even though the relationship exists, yet the
blood will not soak in. This is a trick to be guarded against beforehand.
This test(tihsiieh [175]) mustbeverymuch olderthan thethirteenthcenturyAD because
it occurs also in the folk ballad Meng Chiang Nii [176] which deals with events ofthe
third century BC, and must itself be at least Thang and probably much older.'02 It
certainly goesback to the sixthcenturyAD, because it is mentioned in the biography of
Hsiao Tsung [177] Prince ofYu-Chang [178]; and it was known in the third century AD
because itcomes in the story ofChhen Yeh [179] who identified the body ofhis brother
in this way after a shipwreck.'03
Possibly these procedures had no rational basis, but one can never feel absolutely
certain, because some immunological property might be involved; after all, blood
groups are used today in tests of relatedness.104 It may be dangerous to write such
things offas superstition, because one sometimes finds, in the laterprogress ofscience,
thattheremaybeexplanationswhichonedidnotseeatfirst.105 Inanycase, thisancient
test would certainly be ancestral to the determination of genetic relationship by
immunological means today.'06
There is also an interesting statement about the geo-botanical effects on vegetation
after a cremation has taken place, for example, in a particular part of a field:'07
Whereabodyhasbeenburned, thegrasswill bedarkerin hue, moreluxuriantand tallerthan that
surroundingit; and it will not lose thesecharacteristics fora long time, because the fat and grease
ofthe body sinkingdown to the roots ofthe grass brings about such results. Ifthe spot ison a hill
or a wild place where vegetation is very luxuriant, then you must look for a growth about the
height ofaman. Iftheburning took placeon stonyground, thecrumbly appearance ofthe stones
must be your guide; this makes the process much easier.
The Hsi Yuan Lualso describes deathcaused bycertain diseases such asrabies'08 or
tetanus, rather easy to recognize; as well as poisoning by all kinds of substances,
101 Hsi Yuan Lu, ch. 1, pp. 57a-60b, translated Giles (7), p. 73.
102 But in the ballad the test was done as between husband and wife, which Sung Tzhu and all the later
medico-legal experts knew was impossible. The test could only establish genetic connection. Later on the
technique wasextended to brother-sister relationships; the test was to see ifthedrops ofblood "congealed"
(i.e. precipitated) in water or not (Chhung Khan Pu Chu Hsi Yuan Lu Chi Cheng, ch. 1, p. 55a). The water
had to be absolutely pure. The ballad may well serve as evidence that the test was known, however.
103 See Chung Hsu (2), who enumerates other cases as well. The former record is in the LiangShu, ch. 55,
p. 2a; the latter in the Kuei-Chi Hsien Hsien Chuan [1801 by Hsieh Chheng [1811.
104 We were informed by our friend the late Professor Hermann Lehmann that, apart from the blood
group 0, all the others would precipitate on thebone; while ifthere was relatedness the others would in fact
sink in, assuming that the bone was fairly recent. On the agglutinogens and erythrocyte antigens known
today, and used in forensic medicine, see Walls (1), pp. 133ff., 155ff.
105 In the Hsi Yuan Lu editions, many reported cases testify to the effectiveness and accuracy ofthe tests
(Chhung Khan Pu Chu Hsi Yuan Lu Chi Cheng, ch. 1, pp. 57a and following).
106 Tests ofrelationship are nowdone by DNA "finger-printing": seeJeffreys, Brookfield & Semenoff(1)
and Hill, Jeffreys, Brookfield & Semenoff (1).
107 ChhungKhan PuChuHsi Yuan Lu ChiCheng, ch. 1, pp. 61b, 62a, translated Giles(7), p. 74. There is no
equivalent in the original Yuan edition. The section is called 'Chien Ti' [1821, 'Examination ofthe Ground'.
108 Chhung Khan Pu Chu Hsi Yuan Lu Chi Cheng, ch. 3, p. 19a, ch. 4, p. 17a; translated Giles (7), pp. 92,
103.
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including incidentally the recommendation ofanimalexperiments with food suspected
ofbeingpoisoned.109 As we shall show later on, thecarrying outofactual experiments
wasrathercharacteristic ofChineseforensicmedicine rightback to the Han -amatter
ofno mean interest. We have, too, a description ofcarbon monoxide poisoning in the
book."10 This would of course have been quite likely to arise in traditional times
because oftheuse ofcharcoal forheating indoor rooms.1 1l Heatingwas always rather
rudimentaryinmedievalChina, andcharcoalpans(huophan[183])wereused, asindeed
they still are today in many parts ofthe country. Again, the Hsi Yuan Lu also tells us
about the signs ofpoisoning with arsenic and soda and other favourite recourses of
medieval suicide. On the other hand, the book contains much on resuscitation and
reanimation, including what we might now call the "kiss of life",'12 and getting
respiratory reflexes to start again.113 The book also has much to say on haemostatic
substances, antidotes, emetics and all kinds offirst-aid practices in cases ofpoisoning.
All the recipes belong, of course, to the late seventeenth century AD.
Evidently theKhang-Hsi editionwasremarkably wellinformed onmedical matters.
Thewriters knewthemedical names ofdiseases, thetermsfordrugs, andwereawareof
their uses. They have a number ofreferences to chhi[185], the "pneuma" spoken ofso
oftenbythephysicians. Furthermore, theymentionedanumberofmedical bookssuch
as the Ching Yen Fang [186] (Tried and Tested Prescriptions) finished by Chang
Sheng-Tao in the Northern Sung, AD 1025. Theyalso referred to a Wu TsangShen Lun
[187] (Subtle Discourse onthe Five SolidViscera); thiswasperhapsthe titleofachapter
in some version of the Huang Ti Nei Ching [188], but if it was a separate book or a
tractate, it must have appeared earlier than the Khang-Hsi reign-period. They also
drew on an oldermedico-legal work, the NeiShuLu[36] (Record ofConscientious and
MercifulJudgements), thewriterofwhichisunknown. Neitherofthesetitlesappearto
be listed by the bibliographical encyclopaedists.
SOME COMPARISONS WITH EUROPE
And so we come back in the end to the point at which we started, namely the
development of forensic medicine in Europe."14 There was not much role for legal
medicine in ancient Greece, though perhaps more in ancient Rome. But in Hellenistic
Egypt there were "public physicians" giving reports on dubious cases to the local
authorities.115
ButifGreeceand Romedidrelatively little inthisdirection, onecannotquitesaythe
same ofthe Byzantines, because in the Justinian enactments, made between 529 and
564, we find many striking new things. The Code of Justinian provided for the
regulation ofthepracticesofmedicine, surgeryandmidwifery; theclassesofphysicians
that were to be recognized; the limitation oftheir numbers in any one town; and the
09 Chhung Khan Pu Chu Hsi Yuan Lu Chi Cheng, ch. 3, p. 36b, translated Giles (7), p. 94. 110 Chhung Khan Pu Chu Hsi Yuan Lu Chi Cheng, ch. 3, p.52a, translated Giles (7), p. 97.
1 Especially the Khang [1841, a platform serving as a bed or for sitting on, particularly in North China. 112 Chhung Khan Pu Chu Hsi Yuan Lu Chi Cheng, ch. 4, p. 2a, b, translated Giles (7), p. 98. 113 ChhungKhan Pu Chu Hsi Yuan Lu ChiCheng, ch. 4, pp. Iaandfollowing, translated Giles(7),pp. 98ff.
114 See Ackerknecht (2); Gorsky (1); Greene (1); Kerr (1), pp. 340ff.
115 See Amundsen & Femgren (1), who consulted a profusion of papyrus fragments.
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penalties to be imposed for malpractice."16 The status and function of the medical
expert in connection with legal procedures comes out more clearly than ever before in
the famous phrase Medici non sunt proprie testes, sed majus est judicium quam
testimonium-which Sydney Smith has freely interpreted as meaning that the medical
expert is not used to proper or greatest advantage ifhe is regarded simply as a witness
appearing for one side or the other; his function is rather to assist the judiciary by
impartial opinion based on specialized knowledge."17 As he says, this dictum is still
true today.
The Justinian Code enjoined the co-operation ofmedical experts in a considerable
variety of legal problems, which included the determination of the condition of
pregnancy, cases involving sterility, impotence or legitimacy, cases of rape, and of
poisoning, casesinvolvingtheproblem ofsurvivorship, aswell ascasescomplicated by
the question of mental disease or other comparable circumstances."8 Smith was
probably right in saying that the Justinian enactments may be held to represent the
highest point of achievement in the way of defined forensic medicine in the ancient
world. But still there was no systematic treatise.
On the other hand, very little of this seems to have been incorporated in the legal
systems ofthe European Middle Ages. In the best book on The mediaeval coroner, by
Hunnisett,I19 you will look in vain in the index for anything indicating medical
evidence; the words "physician", "medico-legal", or "doctor" simply do not occur.
Yet it covers the period approximately from the Norman Conquest to the end ofthe
fifteenth century.
This period ofdarkness seems to have ended in 1507 when the Bishop of Bamberg
andJohn ofSchwarzenberg issued a new,comprehensive, andsystematized penal code
whichwas soonadoptedbyanumberoftheneighbouringGerman statesaswell. Then
in 1532 and 1553, developing from the Bamberger Code, there appeared the still more
influential Constitutio criminalis carolina or Caroline Code, proclaimed by the
Emperor Charles V as the code of law henceforth to be observed throughout the
empire. In both theseearly Germaniccodes, itis for the first timeclearly anddefinitely
laid down that expert medical testimony must be obtained for the guidance of the
judges in cases of murder, wounding, poisoning, hanging, drowning, infanticide,
abortion, and in other circumstances involving the person.'20
Now it can hardly be a coincidence that between these two codes, in 1543, Andreas
Vesalius published his splendid monograph Defabrica humani corporis.121 Vesalius
116 Cf. Thomas (1,2); Scott (I); Pothier & Breard-Neuville (1); and Tissot (1).
117 Smith (1), p. 601. But the sentence is not in the Corpusjuriscivilis ofJustinian, as Professor Peter Stein
has informed us after a thorough search. It may well come from some later commentary, but the origin has
not been indentified as yet.
118 Ingeneral one gets the impression that Roman and Byzantine law was moreconcerned with property,
inheritance, wills, guardianship, and the like, than with criminal actions leading to inquests. In China, on
the other hand, law seems to have been much more criminal law, while all the other matters were attended
to at family and clan meetings, guild assemblies, and so on. Only ifthese were unable to reach a decision did
a matter get taken to the courts. Ofcourse, ifan affray resulted from disagreement, then the courts would
be appealed to.
119Hunnisett (1).
120 Smith (1), p. 602.
121 See Singer (25), pp. 110ff.
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paved the way for all the autopsies of later times, for he put his own hand to the
business of dissection, doing away with the demonstrators and ostensors of former
times. He was also a great creative artist, and the plates which he published were
extraordinarily influential. Although Vesalius died in 1565, he was certainly one of
those who, together with Galileo, brought modern science into being.'22
It was in this atmosphere that medical scientists began to realize that their evidence
wouldbeindispensable in guidingjudges to rightjudgments. Perhaps the firstto realise
thiswastheeminent French surgeonAmbroise Pare, whose 'Traictedes rapports, etdu
moyen d'embaumer les corps morts' was never published separately, but appeared in
his collected works Les oeuvres de M. Ambroise Pare, Conseiller et Premier Chirurgien
du Roy. . ., published at Paris in 1575.123 It was reprinted many times thereafter and
translated into English in 1634, where the individual treatise is entitled 'How to make
reports, and to embalme the dead'. The first comprehensive treatise on medico-legal
matters was, however, by an Italian physician, Fortunato Fedele, whose De
relationibus medicorum appeared at Palermo in 1602. Although it was contemporary
with thatofWangKhen-Thang,124 theconditions ofintercourse atthat timeweresuch
that neither ofthem had any idea ofthe existence ofthe other, let alone what he was
doing.
Before long the book ofFedele was put into the shade by a much more impressive
work, that of Paolo Zacchia, who wrote his Quaestiones medico-legales at Rome
between 1621 and 1635. In this book hedeals with all thequestions likely to arise in the
conduct ofcourt cases to the perplexity ofjudges and their assistants. The book long
maintained a great reputation, though the knowledge ofanatomy and physiology was
still very inferior; in any case, the science offorensic medicine had certainly now been
born.'25 All the European countries henceforward competed in the study of this
subject. Onemaymention the German book ofRodericus a Castro, Medicuspoliticus,
published at Hamburg in 1614; and the French one ofNicolas de Blegny, La doctrine
des rapports de chirurgie, published at Lyon in 1684. By now the Harveian doctrine of
the circulation of the blood was becoming generally accepted, and medicine was
entering itsmodern phase. Wemay bedispensed, therefore, from following the further
history of the subject into modern and contemporary times.
It now only remains to ponder McKnight's interesting suggestion that the Chinese
example of Sung Tzhu might have had some influence in late medieval Europe,
especially Norman England.'26 The law ofthe Anglo-Saxons and Germans in early
122 Gross anatomy had ofcourse been well developed in China since ancient times; the weights oforgans
and the lengths ofblood-vessels were given in the Huang Ti Nei Ching. Cf. Lu Gwei-Djen & Needham (5),
p. 33; see also SCC, Section 43. We suspect that it was not so much the lack ofanatomy that made Chinese
forensic medicine fall behind that of the West in the nineteenth century, as the lack of microscopy,
physiology, and biochemistry.
23 See Doe (1), p. 107.
124 See above. The fact that these two treatises appeared at the same time would seem to constitute yet
another instance ofthe phenomenon that although the Scientific Revolution happened only in Europe, not
in China, there are many remarkable examples of the ethos of modem science arising spontaneously in
Chinese society during the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This has been discussed in Needham
(89). 125 Smith (1), pp. 602ff.
126 McKnight (1), pp. 24-5.
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times had indeed required rather precise descriptions of wounds, because of the
monetary recompense to be paid for them; and all the members of the court were
supposed to view the wounds. But the English system forms a closer parallel. From
1194 onwards, it became customary that the "crowner" selected in each county held
inquests on all those who had died through homicide or accidentally. A jury was
empanelled and an oath exacted from the foreman of the jury, and all this was done
corampopulo. Time-limits for deathsfrom woundswereestablished, butthevictim was
not handed over, as in China, to his assailant to be cured if possible. McKnight adds
that the resemblance of the English practices to the Chinese becomes even more
striking when we read the listoffaults ofwhichcoroners were accused. Itwas said that
among other misdeeds, they often sent proxies to the viewing, delayed or tarried in
theirwork, accepted bribes, orenteredinformationinto the recordwhicheitherdid not
derive from the inquest or was patently false.
Since at this time Norman England was in quite close contact with the Norman
Kingdom of Scicily, where Roger 11(1098-1154) and Frederick 11(1194-1250) were
both rulers extremely interested in intellectual matters, there might have been some
connection, especially as the Sicilian court was in close contact with the Islamic
countries further east. Twenty years ago, we suggested that the idea of qualifying
examinations for physicians came to Norman Sicily, and hence to Salerno and all
Europe, from China by way ofBaghdad;127 for it was there, in AD 931, that the Caliph
instituted examinations in competence for all qualifying medical students. Thus in the
presentcase, wewould need to knowwhatwere thepractices in Arabiclands regarding
the investigation of cases of homicide, accidental death, or suicide. Until more is
known about this, we cannot say much on the passage of any influence from China,
although it would certainly have had to have been a good deal later than the idea of
qualifying examinations in medicine.
Last ofall, we must clear up an apparent contradiction in what has gone before. On
the onehand, we said that the relative ignoring ofmedical evidence incases ofdeath or
injury was characteristic of the Middle Ages in Europe, before the rise of modern
science. Yet a commentary on the Justinian Code had laid down that the medical
expert did indeed have a function, that of advising the judge with an impartial
interpretation and opinion. This becomes less paradoxical when one appreciates that
the former statement applies especially to Northern Europe, while the Byzantine
attitude wasperpetuated later on in the South, especially in Italy. It did not bear fruit,
however, until the thirteenth century, when Bologna was the first city in Europe to
establish "a service ofexpert medical investigation in all cases ofoffences against the
human being", in 1252.128 It was a striking coincidence that this should have been so
soon after the appearance ofSung Tzhu's Hsi Yuan Chi Lu of 1247 at the other end of
the Old World-but of course the Bologna doctors never thought of preparing a
systematic treatise on the subject. The relevant statutes were updated in 1262, and
againin 1265 and 1288, but thefunction ofthephysicians seems to have been limited to
testifyingwhetheror not awound wasmortal, and also whetherwoundswere inflicted
127 The most probable date for the beginning ofChinese qualifying examinations in medicine is AD 493.
128 See Simili (1, 2, 3); Munster (1); Samoggia (1).
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before or after death. This was all rather unsophisticated compared with Sung Tzhu's
disquisitions on the differentiation ofmurder from suicide by hanging,'29 or death by
burning'30 or drowning,'3' or suicide and murder with edged weapons.'32 The same
provisions occurinthecitylaws ofFreiburg im Breisgau, butas onewouldexpect, only
a couple of hundred years later, in 1407 and 1466.133 And it was at this time that
autopsies began to be performed in Italy, as part of the slow development of
anatomical knowledge. By the sixteenth century modern science was beginning to
develop both south and north ofthe Alps; yet it was no coincidence that the first book
on poisons, Battista Codronchi's Demorbis veneficis, was published in Venice in 1595.
The tide ofmodern science was now rising, as we have noted already in the case ofthe
books ofFortunato Fedele and Paolo Zacchia, founders ofmodern forensic medicine.
Itmaywell bethatChinawas inthecircuit whichled, overthecenturies, to thisentirely
new level of accuracy and understanding.
129 Sects. 19, 20.
130 Sect. 26.
131 Sect. 21.
132 Sects. 23, 24.
133 See Volk & Warlo (1).
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